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Introduction
1.
At its fifty-sixth session, the Sub-Committee supported in principle amendments to
special provision 388 and 6.1.3.13 as contained in ST/SG/AC.10/C.3/2019/58; these
amendments were based on decisions taken by the ICAO Dangerous Goods Panel Working
Group Meeting in April 2019 when reviewing amendments proposed to the Technical
Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air (Doc 9284) to harmonize with
the 21st revised edition of the UN Model Regulations. The relevant amendments are
contained in the proposals below.

Proposal
2.

Amend special provision 388 (last sentence of the seventh paragraph) to read:
“Lithium ion batteries or lithium metal batteries installed in a cargo transport unit and
designed only to provide power external to the cargo transport unit shall be assigned
to the entry UN 3536 LITHIUM BATTERIES INSTALLED IN CARGO
TRANSPORT UNIT lithium ion batteries or lithium metal batteries.”

3.

Amend paragraph 6.1.3.13 to read:
“6.1.3.13
Where a packaging conforms to one or more than one tested packaging
design type, including one or more than one tested IBC or large packaging design
type, the packaging may bear more than one mark to indicate the relevant performance
test requirements that have been met. Where more than one mark appears on a
packaging, the The marks must appear in close proximity to one another and each
mark must appear in its entirety.”
________________
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